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The enthusiasm surrounding meme coins on the Solana blockchain continues to spike, with Pandiana
($PNDA) emerging as a new project to keep an eye on. Pandiana ($PNDA), a panda-themed meme
coin on Solana, is captivating investors with its unique blend of meme culture and genuine utility.

On July 2, Pandiana ($PNDA) announced a successful closure of a $500,000 pre-seed funding round.
Then, What is Pandiana ($PNDA)? Is it a good investment in 2024? Next, let’s take a close look at
this meme coin project.
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BTCC offers 300+ virtual currency contract trading pairs with leverage ranging
from 1Χ to 225Χ. If you want to start trading cryptocurrencies, you can start by signing up
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What is Pandiana?

Pandiana is a meme-infused Play-to-Earn (P2E) gaming project built on the Solana blockchain.
Leveraging the power of blockchain technology and the vibrant meme culture, Pandiana aims to
create an engaging, transparent, and rewarding gaming ecosystem.

The project combines innovative gameplay mechanics seen on classic games like Temple Run &
Subway surfers, while also combining it with the  incentives of decentralized finance (DeFi), thereby
providing players with the opportunity to earn real value while enjoying the game.

By creating a unique and entertaining game that not only entertains but also rewards its players,
Pandiana seeks to capitalize on the trend of a tremendous rise of blockchain gaming.
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Pandiana Closes $500,000 Pre-Seed Funding Round

On July 2, Pandiana ($PNDA) announced a successful closure of a $500,000 pre-seed funding round.

This strategic investment was spearheaded by a consortium of seasoned angel investors from the
web3 community led by Hypertrove ventures, YNK Capital & Gateron Ventures, laying a solid
foundation for a new era of meme coins with practical utility.

The round was facilitated through a Simple Agreement for Future Tokens (SAFT) involving the sale
of Pandiana’s $PNDA tokens, crucial for powering the forthcoming play-to-earn platform and various
ecosystem utilities.

With this substantial financial injection, Pandiana is expected to significantly broaden its impact
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within the vibrant Solana ecosystem.

“This investment enables us to enhance our technological base and foster a thriving community
centered on our project,” said Matt Taylor, lead developer of Pandiana.

How does Pandiana Work?

Pandiana when launched will set to be a vibrant, meme-infused play to earn mobile game where
players control their unique and customized panda characters.

The game features various modes, including quests, battles, and tournaments, each offering
different opportunities to earn $PNDA tokens.

Quests and Missions: Players complete daily and weekly quests to earn rewards. The difficulty and
rewards of these quests and missions vary, thus keeping the gameplay engaging and challenging.

Battles: Players can engage in battles against AI opponents or other players. Winning battles grants
$PNDA tokens and unique in-game items.

Tournaments: Special seasonal tournaments with significant rewards. Players compete for top
rankings and exclusive prizes.
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What is the PNDA Token?

$PNDA is the utility token of the Pandiana ecosystem and will be utilized across the Pandiana
ecosystem. With a limited token supply of just 10 million and a focus on community-driven
development, Pandiana aims to merge entertainment with investment potential.
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$PNDA Token Utility

Unlike many meme coins that thrive solely on viral marketing, Pandiana integrates functional utility
into its core, setting a new standard in the meme coin market. $PNDA Token Utilities include:

In-Game Transactions: $PNDA tokens can be used for purchasing in-game items, participating in
events, and more.
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Staking: Players can stake $PNDA tokens to earn additional rewards and governance rights.

Governance: $PNDA token holders can participate in key decision-making processes regarding the
future of Pandiana.
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$PNDA Tokenomics

With a total supply of just 10 million tokens, Pandiana introduces a meticulously crafted token
supply structure to sustain long-term growth and utility. According to its whitepaper, detail
information about $PNDA Tokenomics sets as below:

Team & Advisors: 15% (1,500,000 PNDA) (Vesting Period: 6-months cliff from Dex listing,
then linear release over 24 months)
Ecosystem & Development: 5% (500,000 PNDA) (For Continuous development,
partnerships, and ecosystem incentives) (Vesting Period: 6-months cliff from TGE, then linear
release over 24 months)
Play-to-Earn Rewards: 15% (1,500,000 PNDA) (Distributed to players through in-game
rewards) (Vesting Period: Locked until game release)
Staking Rewards: 12% (1,200,000 PNDA) (Encourages holding and network security.)
(Emissions to be announced soon)
Liquidity Pool: 10% (1,000,000 PNDA) (100% Of the LP will be locked & burnt)
Airdrop & Marketing: 3% (300,000 PNDA) (For campaigns, airdrops, and community
engagement) (Airdrop will be announced after dex listing)
Presale Allocation: 40% (4,000,000 PNDA) (Vesting Period: No Vesting)
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$PNDA Presale

As enthusiasm surrounding Pandiana continues to build, the presale of $PNDA tokens is scheduled
for Thursday, July 4th, 2024, at 4 PM UTC.
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The team plans to raise 10,000 SOL by selling 40% of the token supply over 60 days. This presale
offers early investors a unique opportunity to buy into this promising project at its inception. After
presale, the token will be listed on Raydium.
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Is Pandiana ($PNDA) a Good Investment in 2024?

Pandiana is not only about engaging visuals and social media presence;  it is pioneering a move-to-
earn gaming model on Solana. Uniquely integrating meme culture with functional utility through a
play-to-earn game model, Pandiana ($PNDA) is regarded as a distinctive meme coin on the Solana
blockchain, expecting to bring massive return after its launch.

The upcoming launch of its play-to-earn game is anticipated to boost the token’s demand
significantly, drawing parallels with successful predecessors on Solana like $BONK and $WIF.

However, whether Pandiana ($PNDA) is a good investment is highly depends on traders’ investment
preference and risk tolerance, all investors are advised to do profound research and stay well-
informed before making any investment decision regarding Pandiana ($PNDA) meme coin.
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